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Die Lieferkette lebt

Finalists of the 2019 edition

Background information

Alnatura is a retailer of organic products (food,
cosmetics and textiles) structured in a collaborative partnership in production, processing and
sales including nearly 3300 employees. It operates at a national level with 133 stores. Alnatura
applied to the competition with its holistic
company strategy, which puts sustainability
and conservation of biodiversity at the core of
its business and in its communication, advocating for more awareness in food consumption.

comes from”. They collaborate directly with
local farmers, breeders and food artisans,
source and process fruit, vegetables and wild
herbs from their garden. In particular, the
meat offered in their menu is sourced from a
cooperative of local farmers who contribute to
the conservation of old autochthonous breeds
(beef, pig, chicken) in the surrounding protected
areas. Animals are furthermore processed using
all their parts and not only noble cuts are used.

followfood is a company based in the South
of Germany operating at national level. Divided
into two brands, followfood and followﬁsh, its
core business is the sale of frozen produce. It is
mostly known for ﬁsh from sustainable ﬁsheries
or organic farms but there are also vegetables,
pizza, wine and ice cream. With a transparent
traceability system — a tracking code on the
food package — consumers can access information such as the ﬁshing area and method or the
exact ﬁeld and processing steps.

PERÚ PURO is a start-up company based in
Frankfurt operating on all levels of the cocoa
supply chain (farming, processing, marketing).
The company supports a small-scale farmer
cooperative in Peru producing high quality,
autochthonous “Chuncho-cocoa”, the oldest
cocoa variety in the world. The cocoa is farmed
in highly diverse agroforestry systems adjacent to pristine rainforest, which is actively
protected by the cooperative. Through the
active role of the farmers local biodiversity and
ecosystem services are preserved. The cooperative beneﬁts from the sale of produce through
direct and fair-trade channels.

The wellness hotel and restaurant Berghotel
Rehlegg, a family business based in the Southeastern Alpine region, applied with the project
“Regional, local products: we know where it

WETTBEWERB
„Lieferketten gestalten, biologische Vielfalt erhalten“

The national competition “The supply chain is
alive. Shaping supply chains and saving biological
diversity” was coordinated by the ’Biodiversity
in Good Company’ Initiative and the NABU, two
supporting members of “Unternehmen biologische Vielfalt 2020” (“Enterprise Biological Diversity
2020”), a platform of business federations, environmental organizations and public authorities
such as the Federal Ministry for the Environment,
Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU).
The competition was funded by the Federal
Agency for Nature Conservation (BfN) with public
funds of the BMU.
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Highlighting pioneers in this ﬁeld was not,
however, the sole aim of the competition. It
also strove to inspire a wide range of stakeholders in private business to integrate measurable
and reliable tools to protect and sustainably use
biological diversity in their long-term strategies.

For more details on the competition
(in German) please visit
www.wettbewerb-die-lieferkette-lebt.de
or email us at
contact@business-and-biodiversity.de.

WINNER.

SPECIAL AWARD.

Milchwerke Berchtesgadener
Land Chiemgau eG

Bestattungshaus Hebenstreit
& Kentrup GmbH, Bonn

Milchwerke Berchtesgadener Land Chiemgau is
a cooperative of 1.700 organic and conventional
milk producers based in the Southern Alpine
region operating at national level. The cooperative applied with the project “Ban of total herbicides on cropland and grassland”, which was
launched in October 2017 and is still running.
The pioneering decision to implement mechanical methods and exclude total herbicides sets a
milestone for the whole branch and shows how
companies can tangibly commit to the conservation of biodiversity.

Hebenstreit & Kentrup is a family-run funeral
home operating in North Rhine-Westphalia.
It applied with the project “The green line”,
an environmentally compatible funeral service including biodiversity and environmental
sustainability in all operational steps: stones
are locally sourced, wood derives from sustainable forestry, garments are 100% degradable,
ﬂower and plant decorations are seasonal,
graveyards are considered in their whole as
biotopes to preserve.
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The competition attracted cross-sectorial
applications of small, medium and large-sized
enterprises from across Germany. Best practices from food production and wholesale,
logistics, communications and the burial sector
evidenced how entrepreneurial commitment
can tangibly counteract the dramatic loss of
biological diversity.

In January 2019 a jury of nine experts selected
six ﬁnalists from the applicants. On May 22
2019, the International Day of Biological Diversity, the award ceremony was held in the NABU
headquarters in Berlin (Germany), during which
the winner was announced and awarded with
a one-year membership to the ’Biodiversity in
Good Company’ Initiative.

Milchwerke Berchtesgadener Land Chiemgau eG
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n August 2018 the competition “Die Lieferkette lebt. Lieferketten gestalten, biologische Vielfalt erhalten” (“The supply chain
is alive. Shaping supply chains and saving
biological diversity”) was launched by the German Federal Ministry for the Environment,
Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, NABU
(Nature And Biodiversity Conservation Union)
and the ’Biodiversity in Good Company’ Initiative in order to shine a spotlight on biodiversity
strategies in supply chain management.

